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Have you ever heard of a house so dreadful, so nightmarish, that it still haunts
your thoughts even years later? Well, let me introduce you to That Awful House
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owned by Lisa Marie Griffith. This terrifying dwelling, filled with inexplicable
events and spine-chilling tales, will make your skin crawl and question everything
you thought you knew about the supernatural.

Unveiling the Haunting

It all started innocently, with Lisa Marie Griffith purchasing That Awful House in
hopes of finding the perfect abode for her growing family. Little did she know that
this house would turn her life upside down and unleash a series of eerie
occurrences.
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The Ghostly Presence

One of the most sinister aspects of That Awful House is the ghostly presence that
lurks within its walls. Many witnesses have reported hearing disembodied
whispers, seeing shadowy figures roaming the halls, and feeling a bone-chilling
presence that sends shivers down their spines.

Creepy Crawl Spaces
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But it doesn't end there - the house seems to hold a secret. Hidden within its
depths are creepy crawl spaces that unsuspecting visitors stumble upon. These
spaces appear to have no purpose, yet they emanate an aura of dread and are
said to be a portal to another dimension.

Strange Happenings

The strange happenings within That Awful House are enough to make your hair
stand on end. From objects moving by themselves to mysterious cold spots, it is
a constant reminder that you are not alone. Some have even reported waking up
to find disturbing messages written on their walls, as if the house itself is trying to
communicate in a malevolent way.

The Curse

Legend has it that That Awful House is cursed. Stories claim that anyone who
dares to enter will be forever plagued by misfortune and tragedy. Whether this
curse is real or mere superstition, the fact remains that those who have
encountered its horrors have experienced unexplainable mishaps and unending
misery.

The Exorcism

In a desperate attempt to rid herself of the horrors within That Awful House, Lisa
Marie Griffith sought the help of a renowned exorcist. The exorcism was a
harrowing experience, capturing the attention of the media and curious onlookers.
It remains an unforgettable event that shocked the world.

That Awful House, owned by Lisa Marie Griffith, stands as a testament to the
unexplainable, a house forever etched in nightmares. Whether you believe in the
supernatural or not, the stories and experiences surrounding this haunted abode



will leave you questioning the boundaries of reality. Enter at your own risk, for
That Awful House holds terrors you cannot fathom.
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Bought originally as a home for his wife's pottery Raymond Young discovered that
the manor house he was restoring had as it's first owner King Harold 1066 and all
that.The 25 year restoration not only uncovered a medieval roof but a long list of
nationally important owners.including one of the judges to try Guy Fawkes
This is the tale of long hours of dedicated work but also love,laughter
tradjedy,accidents and incidents,This.for lovers of history,fun and family life.Lots
of illustrations.
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Are you interested in improving sustainability in the construction
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Explained
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Are you a fan of sports cars? Do you enjoy the thrill and excitement of
replicating your favorite car models? If so, then you're in for a treat!
Welcome to the...
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Behind every influential and feared leader lies a captivating web of
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College is an exciting time for young men, as they embark on a journey
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